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’•hen an Individual la given a proJactive toot, tha outoona la
frequently of vital Importance for hit future# Whether ha la committed
/ *
to a nontal Institution, raoomondad for psychotherapy, or oalaotad for  
a position, may depend, in part. On hit toot performance# if ha wants 
tha position, ha may make a deliberate effort to give responses which 
make him appear to bo the kind of person most suited for the particular 
occupation. On tha other hand, a parson who wishes to ha discharged 
from tha axned forces nay attempt to respond in such a way as to appear
i« . ■'*« J r  um tsim *. i<. vmisL..1. ..-•• • •••■■  .....................  .................
a bad prospect for adjustment to military sorties,
This tendency Of subjects taking a personality teat to try 
(consciously or unconsciously) to give a favorable picture of them selvae 
has become a matter of increasing oonoem tor personality assessors, 
sin os the appearance of Koahl and Hathaway’e paper (19*6) on the subject. 
In their discussion of the K Seal# of the HTTFI, Koohl and Hathaway have 
observed that one of the most important defects of personality Imran* 
tori09 is their susceptibility to "Taking,* that is tho conscious 
distortion of scores in terns of response tendencies, of the subject 
taking the inventories, Bjually important, they note, la the eusooptib* 
llity of inventories to unoonsoious self-deception and role-playing on 
the part of subjects who nay, in general, be quite honest and slnoere 
in their reeponeee to personality statements contained in the inventories.
1
2
The possibility of suah distortion vhioh has been described as "faking 
good" or "faking bad," has been further notod by more than a eoore of 
authors Who concluded from their own research vlth the MMPI that the 
conscious or unoonsoious tendency of subjects to present a certain 
picture of than salvos in taking a personality tacrt has a considerable 
influence upon their performance,
Similarly, many authors hare recognised that distortion, faking 
and censorship oen also oocur on projective tests. For sxampls, Cat tel 
assertst
i
It acorns wrong to assume that the avenge person is oonploteLy 
taken off Mo guard by projective techniques so that ho does 
not know what he lo exposing, He may listen politely to the 
inotructlona that his "creative imagination" is being tested, 
but tho poyahologlot is more naive than the subject if he believes 
that most oubjeots do not intuitively realise that they may be 
giving thmsolves away,
3inoe the Thematic Apperception Test (TAT) has been widely 
used, it is important, therefore, that the TAT be resistant not only 
to distorting malingerings and attempts to look bettor or "hoaltheir, * 
tut that the influencing factors contributing to malingering and faking* i
and their effect upon response to a projective technique be experimentally 
investigated,
&ggU&L2& &
In general, the problem investigated in this study is by no 
means new to investigators. On tho other hand, the huge bulk of re* 
search related to the problem studied has been confined to suoh 
Influencing factors as the stimulus, ths subject, and mors recently, 
the experimenter or clinician. Very little experimental evidence bearing 
directly on the effects of the subject*• previous knowledge on test per* 
formanoo has been collected.
3
Th# problon with whioh this crtudy 1# oonoornod is to lnvootigat# 
tha offoot of such factor# as prior knovlodjro, nodal desirability, and 
otros# upon rospono# to * project!*# t##t such a# th# Thenatlo Ap» 
perception Toot*
'v; •> •: Jj«r•’ .«v I • v« ■ ■ •*/ * i . . , / . '• • , . " .\ •''i • - V ,*J: . * * , *« * * * . .*:•.7;>; il- ■ i:.,-'’;. T -y.
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Neohl and Hathaway (HO), In their dieouasion of the K so ala 
of tho ttTT, observed that ono of tho most important defects of pereon* 
ality inventories was their susceptibility to "faking”. They noted that 
mibjects* responses on the 1WI were "falsified" In suoh a way that the 
subject obtained either a higher or a lower score on a particular m?l 
varlablo. Thus, Meohl and Hathaway described a subject as either faking 
■good* or faking "bad", Vty faking "good" they referred to the subjects* 
tendency to oroate a more favorable impression* faking "bad,* on the 
other hand, referred to subjects' tendency to oreate a more unfavorable 
impression,
SELnoe our interest lies in fako-ability as it relates to the 
Thematic Apperception Toot, wo shall be primarily concerned with studies 
as relate in particular to projective techniques fake-ability.
Although the work of Foeberg (62,63) indicated that the Rorschach 
was not resistant to faking. Carp end Shavtin (20) found that the 
Itoreohach responses can be faked, Similarly, a study by Meltaoff (111, 
112) with e sentence completion teat indicated that this test nay be 
subject to distortion, Wsieekopf and Dieppe (170) demonstrated that 
subjects trying to make a "good* or "bad* impression successfully in* 
flnenoed the diagnosis of their personalities made by experimental TAT
5 . * a ‘ V - I ' •’ •* . ■ • l
*
5
interpret ora, Tĥ r maintained tlvat a teat mioh &s the TAT eon be 
expected to be subject to faking to a hlghor degree than a test such
I v ;
as the Rnrsohaoh* This expectation ms based on the inpresalon that 
eubjecrts were wore aware of the principles of interpretation of the TAT 
than of the Rorschach*
The studies quoted above indicate that projective teste are 
susceptible to faking and that research ia needad to increase our knovl* 
edge of What contributor} to this distort ire malingering.
Recently, research attention has turned to the idea that in the 
clinical interaction, the examiner** personality and behavior might 
influence the response of the subject in on unintended way*
lord (99) demonstrated that variations in Rorschach porfomanoe 
can be socporlnontally induced* Sanders and Cleveland (136) also demon-
'- '4 ̂strated that osrtain examiner-personality variables see* to have an
t \influencing effect on the subject's Rorschach scores* The authors 
concluded that different examiners elicit oignifloantly different 
Rorschach sooros from their subjects, similarly, Fexher end Wales 
(59)* Foaborc, Freiberg, Vaughn, and Evans (6b), Lindsey (97}, smith 
and Hysan (15b), and Stanton and Baker (156) denenstiutad that inter* 
viewers aoenod to bias their respondents*
Ome (110,119) found that hypnotised subjects behaved as they 
felt they ought to behave or as the examiner might want them to behave* 
Ome further hypothesised that the demand characteristics of the experi­
mental procedure nay be a significant determinant of subject behavior* 
P.oocnt studies in experimenter bias by Fode (60,61), Rosenthal 
(12b), Rosenthal st al* (125, 130, 131), and Rosenthal, Fode and Vlkaa
,  . • * ' . I; ' ' ' ■!."' . . * \ 1 1
(126), have shown that tinder a meeber of differing oonditione, psycho*
c
logical erxpertnaritore vnrs able to obtain from their subject* the data 
that tho «Kporlnantoro erpoctad or wanted to obtain. Zn addition, other 
studies by Rosenthal and Lawson (129), and Rosenthal and rode (125) d<n~ 
onotratsd the occurrenoo of the experimenter bios phenomenon even when 
the eubjoots were laboratory rats*
Zn a roaont study with tho TAT, Inmlr (86) found that subjects 
who wore given information (prior knowledge) oonoerrdng the TAT looked 
"healtheir" than subjects who were not given prior knowledge. The etudy 
la being replicated herein to verify these findings.
It has long been recognised that personality test scores are 
influenced by non-teart-rolcvant rootponae determinants, Interest in the 
problem of response distortion, particularly by Keehl and Hathaway (110), 
has boon concerned with attempts at statistical correction for "faking 
good* or "faking bad". The historical antecedent of this prooeduro woe 
found in the earlier efforts of Rum and Bonn (03), and Rum, Stormont 
and loms (Ob) to obtain finer empirical discriminations by a Joint 
consideration of raw sec res and "no-oounts" (number of noes). Another 
avenue of approach converging on the same problem has been the general*
1 station of Cronbach'e (30,31) oonoept of "response set" to include 
statistically deviant response seta by Berg (11) and the subsequent 
implementation of this notion by Barnes (6,7) with the 10PI,
Current research on eoaial desirability by Qcwsn and Tongas 
(27), Edwards (bb,b5,b6,b?), Wiggins and Rumrlll (179)* has been Chiefly 
concerned with a descriptive analysis of the influence of this variable 
on personality teat responses. Along these lines, social desirability
7
has achieved major status ao a pnyahwietria variable| the properties
typically ascribed to it by Jackson and Fossick (80) are those of a
stylistic response determinant. Pre-<eminently social desirability has
>been oonoidored to be a characteristic of tost items by Biwards (b?), 
and two models have been applied for its assessment. In the first of 
these procedures Edwards (bd) presented itsaa on e test to be rated tor
social desirability by Judges and then responded to by subjects under 
standard instructions, the correlation of the two sets of responses was 
referred to Indicate the amount of test response variance accounted for
by social desirability. The oeoond model by Edwards (bb) involved the 
development of smpirioal social desirability socles the items of which 
showed marked social desirability prapertios. Correlations between
those scales and various personality teste such as ths mPI* wars as* 
earned to reflect social desirability bias in the test responeoe.
social desirability by Edwards (b7) has boon primarily oonald-
.,6. - ( v ' V »'• 1' -V v.
erod as the "Ooalo value for any personality statement each that the
f y
eoalo value indicates the position of the statement on the social 
desirability oontimtta.” The prevalent conceptions of social desir­
ability thus reflected «n exclusive concern with reaponso distortion 
In poyohorastrio situations with an attendant narrowing of research
interests to investigations of the social desirability scalability of
. I
test items.
Recently, however. Karlwe and Crowns 02) proposed an alt am ate, i
model to Edwards* conception of social desirability. Basie to their 
construct of social desirability was the definition of a population of 
culturally acceptable and approved behaviors which were, at the sane
.V l x .
tins, relatively unlikely to occur. Test items were drawn from this
e
population in the developnent of a now social desirability octal#, th# 
harloue-croune Social Desirability Seal* (K-C 3D3), 1b# scale woo 
constructed oo w  to eliminate psyahopathological ltona find to reflect 
"the noed of th# subjoct to roopond in a culturally sanctioned way,* 
Marlowe and Crown# further found that th# Edward# social Desirability 
Scale (Edwards SD3) correlated highly with seventeen KKPI subtests,
Will# the JVC 3D3 appearad, by comparison, relatively independent. From 
those finding# th# investigators con eluded that a psyohopathologloally 
oriented social desirability scale, such so th# Edwards SD3, tended to 
rofloct subjects* willingness to admit or deny psychopathology rather 
than Choosing in toms of socially appropriate responses.
In a oooond study t'artowe and Crown# (106) assessed th# utility 
of defining th# construct of social desirability, in motivational t#ms, 
as a need for social approval, Da this study th# K-Q 0D3 and th#
Ddwards 3D3 vers adndnistersd to subjects at two universities, Dub-
^  /  i 1 ,  ,,Jocta perfemod a boring task art4 than rated their attitude toward th#
experiment. It was found that Individuals with strong need for social
■ • 1 v : p : I1 ' ] Vapproval tended to express significantly more favorable attitudes to­
ward th# experiment than individuals with a relatively weak need for 
social approval. Moreover, scores on the Edwards 3D3 were not found to 
be significantly related to the favorability of th# subjects* attitudes*
These findings provided a dear support for a thooretlool rational# which
*
views sodal desirability in motivational tents, regarding it a# * a need 
for social approval accompanied by a belief that this need can be satis­
fied by engaging in culturally and situational ly sanctioned behaviors,*
In A study inspired by Marlowe end Crown#*# work, Isrdr end
!KlSban (8?) investigated the applicability cf the M-C SD3 to a psychiatric
9
hospital sample and ths relation ship of ths H-C 3D3 to a payutepetho- 
logically oriented social desirability scale (K-0 003) • The K-0 3D3 
consisted of ths K scale from the Witt (75) and the 01 Scale from ths 
California Psyohologioal Inventory (69*70)* Doth scales were addnis* 
tered to a sample of poyohlattio hospital patients* The statistically 
dgnlfioant correlation of *62 euggacted that both scales were useful 
scales in appraising social dadrobtlity in psychiatric hospital patients* 
However* the K-0 003 tended to reflect* in part, subjects* willingness to 
acknowledge psychopathology, whereas the M-C 3D3 refloated subjects* 
tendencies to respond in “culturally sanctioned ways,*
In a similar study using a college sample, Imir (ft5) found a 
reliably high correlation between the H-C 3D3 and the K-0 3D3, indicating 
again the usefblneos of both scales in appraising social desirability, 
nevertheless* the difference between the M-G 3D3 mean scores for the 
payohiatrlo end oolloge samples appeared quite large and quite striking* 
These findings were in agreement with the earlier reported findings of 
I5arlowe and Crowns (106)«
Vddle social desirability (3D) has been investigated primarily 
with roferenoe to objective personality tests, studies by Keltaoff (111, 
112) and ftwynko (1^0 Indicated that nodal desirability was also an 
important dimension in a less structured, sod-projective technique such 
as the sentence completion test* Kolteof' and Rocynko ascertained that 
the 30 of the sentence completion stem was significantly related to the 
3D of the response to those stems,
Reonitoff (121) moved a step beyond the partially structured 
sentence completion test to the more ambiguous picture material of the 
TAT* He found that the TAT as a projective instrument provided sufflelant
structuring to trir̂ or an CD sot Whloh aooountod for aowo of the 
variance In tho given thanes,
Tho primary intoroot in this study lioo In tho investigation of 
social desirability and ooolel desirability score* with reference to the 
Thcnatio Apperception Teat# j
The quantity of experimental work on suggestion hoe become 
volxrdnoae# To review all tho GKperlnonta on suggest!®n and suggest lb- 
ility would bo a futile took dnco e large proportion of these studies 
really do nothing mors than soleot some obvious instances of hunan gul* 
libllity# prey upon thorn, and give the results pooudo*<iuantitative form 
by ascertaining that percentage of tho subject# "yield,* The situation 
Is usually made worse by oonfhsing throe quite distinct human tendencies i
(1) Tho tendency to make a rospenae which has boon previously node in 
a similar situation, whether appropriate or inappropriate at the time#• ff#.« L "" ; .
(2) Tho tendency to go On doing wlrnt one started doing simply because
- . i ■ r‘-whatever factors wore strong enough to start the activity continued
strong enough to moke It go on# (3) The tendency to believe or to do
what one is told because of social Motives, It is this third tendency#
in particular# that is of interest in the pursued study* However# few> I
of the empirical findings of suggestion and suggestibility illustrating 
all the above mentioned points will be prosentod#
Farnsworth and Beaumont (53) altered university students* prof-
. | - . erenoes for pictures by informing some subjects that the pictures were
masterpieces end others that they wore of little value# Paragraphs to
this effect were presented together with pictures by unknown painters and




Fnirmorth and Beaumont found that tho pictures attended by s favorable 
paragraph vow ranked higher than tho on with unfavorable paragraphs.
-"' i
Btnot (15) In eevcxnl experiments tented tho ability of hie sub-
ijeerte to reproduce correctly tho lengths of line* ahovn briefly to than* 
fbund that on showing subjects a aerioa of linoa of gradually Increasing 
lengths, but with occasional "catches* where the lines did not Imgtban 
ae axpoated, none of hie subjocts completely eeoaped toe suggestion of
iincrease in length In all lines,
Oiroud (67), In a similar study using a progressive line tost| p "
end jrogyeesive weight test, found that all the subjects node their lino* 
keep on increasing with suggest ions right up to the very end. SimilarI .
remits wore obtained with progressive weights.
Availing and Hargreaves (5) Induced hand rigidity by verbal sug­
gestion in their subjects, Similarly they found that experimenter* were 
able to lnfluonoe their subjects by suggesting that their hands wore
■' 'V*I • • ’ f. i (
getting lighter# Avellng «id Hargreaves carried their wort< further end
concluded from several studies that eubjecte tended to fall into two 
Sharply divided groups, the suggestible end the non-euggeetiblo. They 
further concluded that the no re personal the suggestion, the more sug­
gestible wore toe subjects.
Bstabrook (53) in a study inspired by tho wortc of Avoling ahd 
Hargreaves gave his subjects an electrloal machine and e chance to get 
shock from it* subjects were told that a current would be turned on ee 
soon ee their fingers erne in contact with the machine, When in fact the 
emporlnenter never turned on the eurrent before one minute elapsed, 
Estabrooka fbund that the quicker the electricity woe reported, the
■ - >•; :• : • r J
more suggestible were the subjects. He further concluded that the trait
"suggestibility* which appeared at first delft to be normally distributed 
yloldod binodallty and thus indicated that many subjects vara definitely 
Aineeetibla Whilo others vara oonpletoly resistant to euggoatlan*
One of the earliest Investigations In the area of suggestibility
is that of Moore (113)* Moore allowed his subjects the exorcise of
tIndividual Judgments In a oerlos of situations and then asoertained the 
proportion of opportunities for a subject to change his mind and accept 
Majority opinion" and "export opinion" with regards to offensive verbal 
eccpresslons, ethloal choiooe and oholoe of nualo* Moors found eiiytlfl- 
cant sway by the Majority" and "expert* opinion which he attributed to 
individuals* suggestibility«
Borleowlts (13) in a different study told pairs of subjects
Individually that their partners wore congenial and they would probably
ilike than (high like) or the oonvoree (low like)* Subjects wore sop-
r  ■ ■ '• -'..H-.V I « W ( U r C . .  V„J.,+ i ...   | ><.««..V',wfr4vM'tV • < . ••arated and given an artillery gunnery problem in which they were to 
Judge the accuracy of their "observer*s" rungs estimates* Both subjects 
In each pair thought the other woe the "observer" Shiah was actually a 
taped recording piped to each subject* Beifcovlts found that "high 
like" subjects Judged their observers* estimates as note accurate than'*«• I J X X • v» *«U lA . ?0,
"low like* subjects* Furthermore* subjects who were led to believe that-W U'l ;UV7 ' «,|MC.
they had "observers* of high proficiency in r-hge oatimatos tended to 
Judge the estimates os aero accurate than subjects having low proficiency 
"on servers*w . o- ;.u>, .;i. ■ 1 fcfio : :
Sherlf (152) demonstrated that the factor of prestige altered 
subjoots* evaluation of literary materials* Xn this study a group of 
oollege students read brief prose passages accompanied by * name of * 
veUUknovu author* lbs task wee to rank the passages in an order of
12
13
merit* On a previoua occasion the sms subjects ranked the authors tor 
thsir merit# Ths ranked passages, however, wsrs all taken from ths 
writings of ons author* Frans ths results* Shsrif concluded that 
authors who were rated high tended to push up the ratings of the pas* 
sages attributed to then* Conversely authors rated low tended to pull 
down the ratings of passages attributed to then* In sumaiy* he eon* 
eluded that one can alter evaluation* arbitrarily using some sort of 
suggestion*
Kelley (90) in e similar study introduced to three oollege 
sections a lecturer Whom the students had not previously soon to lead 
a class discussion* Before the leoturor arrived* the experimenter die* 
tributed at random two brief descriptions of the person* The descriptions 
vers identical In every respect except for the qualities of Vana-oold," 
From the subjects* description and ratings of the lecturer* Kelley
i , . .concluded that the students' impressions were altered by the description
. | / ' 1  ̂• i ,
given them before their enoounter with the lecturer*
Xelman (91) in an experiment designed to test the effects of 
suoe*9s and failure on an Individual's suggestibility asked hie subjects 
to judge the movements of a stationary point of light which appeared to 
be moving (outokinetlo phenomena)* The extent to which the subjects'
I \Judfjnant* were Influenced by judgments of "confederates* posing as fal* 
low subjects served as an index of suggestibility* The result* of the 
study Indicated that success and failure affected suggestibility in a 
manner predictable by principles of reinforcement, end suggestibility 
reflected individuals' previous experiences*
Similarly the work of Annie and Holer (4), Baumgartner (8)*
Brown (!?)* Dunoker (40)* Kalman (91)* Linton (98)* Vtegrodkl (168)*
n
large (100). Karplt (107). Pyers (115)* and many others provided further 
evidence of the effect• of suggestion end suggestibility in titering tod/ 
or modifying subjects* opinions, attitude* and performance.
One further find* that suggestion and suggestibility have been 
widely used within the fields of propaganda, Kreoh and Crutohfield (9*0 
have listed several guides for the propagandist Whloh provides an ex* 
o silent a oh was for grouping the rosea roh done in the treat
(1) A suggestion that seems to nest an existing need «ill be
Imore readily aocopted than one that does not meet the{•Vi ■■.■; ' ' £>*/ . i ■' ;
need. In a study by Star and Hughes (157) it was found 
that oltisens Who felt the need for information concerning 
the United Nations were affooted by the propaganda offered 
thaw, while those people who felt no euoh need tended to 
Ignore the propaganda.
(2)
.1 .. ' . W . »  k .  y-.'.t.v-v.,. » / • » .  i. >v..- - ;> .» • «    .............A suggestion that allows people to Identify with or be la
i i - . • ,  , - V
. i  'harmony with other people will be more readily aocopted' 
than one which does not draw upon such social support. 
Pastor* and Horowits (ISO), among others, found that 
statements attributed to highly approved authors vers 
■ore readily accepted by their subjects then the seme 
statements if attributed to authors Whom the subjects 
disapproved of,
A suggestion that is congruent with what a person already 
believes will be more readily accepted than one which li 
not. In a study reported by swing (5*0 two groups of 
subjects were exposed to identical propaganda Which woe 
mu oh more unfavorable to the feed Kotor Company than waa
t
I
the opinion of any of the members of olther group. The 
subjects In one group were led to bolieve that the propa­
ganda was quite favorable toward Ford, while the other 
group were led to believe that the propaganda was quite 
unfavorable* Only the expectations were different! the 
propaganda was the Wane for both groups* Ewing found that 
propaganda "worked" only whan presented in a ocntaoct which 
the subject saw at being congruent with what they already 
believed*
(b) A suggestion oonoeming an ambiguous situation will be 
more readily accepted than one concerning a dearly
structured situation* Oof fin (22) found that hit sub* 
Jeots resisted attempts to Influence their judgments of 
the pitoh of various sounds presented to them* but were 
consistently influenoed by their judgment of a non*
: • r’ „.*» existent tonal quality of the sound. luchins and luohins
(102,103) reportod the same offset using visual stimuli* 
(3) A suggestion that makes effective use of the principles 
of good stimulus presentation will bo more readily ao* 
oepted than one shldh neglects these considerations has 
been demonstrated empirically by Rowland, Janie, and 
Kelley (90), and by Rowland and Woles (81)*
The work ef Annie (3), ftrodbeok (16), Cooper (25), Ocorge (66)* 
fats at el. (89), Lamer (96). and Xpmadaine (10b) provided further 
studies end support ef the use and effectiveness of suggestion end
r . . I i  ‘jr ; ," ,,




Using hypnotic suggestion* Wells (17*0 demonstrated that a 
poraon's muscular strength con be ecwevhat inorsassd* Nicholson (116)* 
Lilians (1550), among Others* further reported that hypnotic suggestion 
can increase the work capacity of an individual* syaonok (55) reported 
inprovomsnt of motor Control during hypnosis* Among other bodily 
processes show to Increase (and generally decreased)* by use of hyp* 
notio suggestion* were respiration rate by Cohen end Cobb (23)* pulse 
rate by V&lson (181)* metabolic rate by Whit oho m, Inndhola and 
Gardner (1?8)* gastrointestinal activity by Scantlebury (151), 
uterine contractions by Abramson and Heron (1) and blood pressure by 
White (176).
Travis (166) has fbund evidence for hyperaudition while
'Erickson (50) has induced deafnees through hypnotic states* Weitasnhoffer 
(171*17̂ .173) has found some evidence fbr hypervision, while Erickson
j ; • .... . y ( ' /(51) has induoed blindness* gysenck (55) reported that severe disturb*. . • ,$ M 1 -I.
k '' ' 4 * ' (• r .  t , . ,  *.• - .V .d  l i - A '  It, ' {• . i
onces of normal perception of time and space can be brought on under 
hypnosis*
j
White* Pox* and Harris (177) provided evidenoe that learning 
oan take place a little faster than usual under hypnosis* Hull (82) 
concluded that post-hypnotic amnesia characteristic of moot tranoe 
states was more a result of autosuggestion or suggestion by the hypnotist 
than of tine forgetting*
A seemingly remarkable shift in a subject's moods* fselings 
and general behavior con take place under hypnotic suggestion. Ome 
(119)* In a remarkably well controlled study of hypnotic age regression* 
concluded that these ohanges were all the result of "role playing" on 
the pert of the subject* Weiteenhoffer (172) suggested that a normal
Individual oan under hypnosis be induood to perform an antl-oodal oat 
(such as killing son sons) that he wuld n<9& perform If awake*
All In all the utilisation of various form* of suggestion ssswed 
to be an effective tool inducing a change In behavior and attitude, par* 
tloularly slnoe it hoe been estimated by Weltsenhoffer (172) that More
I ’
than 60 per oent of the population la suggestible.
i I
Studios, Belated, to ̂ reoo..and„fwtiety 
The principal problem in the study of behavior under stress has 
been the production of realistio stress situations* Variety of tech* 
niquea have been tried* Indeed* it night be said that no two export* 
mental studios in the literature exactly duplicated the sane technique* 
The main techniques that have been used fall primarily into two main 
classesi (1) stress Induced through failure* and (2) stress Induced 
by the task itself* i. . UtAwSkM - J -   :■ - ■• ,• t ■ •.•- * V;" | • '* rfailure or threat of failure on a task has boon the method most..• . j • •
frequently usod in experiments on stress* This has bean specifically 
done by presenting the subject with on in solvable task, interrupting 
the subject at the task before he oould possibly have finished* and 
by the introduction of false norms which indicated failure even if the 
performance has been adequate*
In addition to the experiments In which stress was produced 
through failure, pressure on the Subject has been induced by monip*
• , . 1 j . • ■ , : . .  • • ■- *. #
elating the situation in various says so as to produos excessive demands 
upon him* The various forms of distractions included almost any atrong
* . * • • \ ‘ . T
sensory Input which la extraneous to the took at hand* euah ae electric 
Shook* noises* er flashing n*ht«.
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The technique used in this study of inducing stress by mean® of 
electric shook has boon employed by b07oral investigator*.
Kiohler (49) compared th® porformonoe of tuo matched group® of 
oollege students on fifteen alleged flora ohach anxiety signs before and 
after expoouro to stress conditions* "Stress* consisted of th® admin- 
let ration of eleetrla shook of increasing intensity* th® implication by 
th® experlnonter of fbrthoordng application of stronger shook* and th® 
us® of certain equipment for suggestive effects. These conditions hod 
a significant effect on four Rorschaah indices, and three others yielded 
suggestive results.
'tillan3 (180) reported a study aimed at validating two indioea. , i
of "emotional" and "intellectual" control in the Rorschach test forj I
further use os predictor® of performance on the l&giWfynbol Test.
I •
under conditions of psychological stress. Using eloctrio Shook to 
induce stress* Vllllama obtained a remarkably high multiple correlation 
of .824, This study provided support not only for certain Rorschach
concepts but also related directly to the practical and theoretical
! j •. I
problem of predicting behavior under conditions of psychological stress. 
In a similar study, Carlson and Lasarus (19) investigated the 
intellectual control under stress and associated Rorschach factors.
In this study subjects were given the Rorschach test and the wedhelcr* 
Dellevue Digit-̂ mbol test. Bach subject completed a total of eleven 
trials on the Dlgit-iytnbol test and than three trials under one of 
three stress conditions. Tht stressors consisted of electric shock* 
failure Information* and the presence of several people observing the 
of th. Ih. OttMM. M m  th.
performance daring the trials prsoSding the stress parted and the three
t  \ ,1 »
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»tr*M trial* constituted the measure of decrement duo to streas* Of 
tho throe at roe a oonditiono employed, electric shook was found to bo 
wo at effootive in impairing porfomanoe*
OiniLarly In thoir inveatications of tho offooto of psycho­
logical streas upon porfomanoa, Dooso and Lauras OO), Deese, Lauras 
and Keenan 09)* Qmbo and Taylor (24)* Lauras* Dooso* Oaler (95)*
. . Iand othors usod various forms of at rang sensory Inputs such as olootrlo 
shook to indues stress*
This study further employed tho Taylor Manifest Anxiety Goals 
(TMA3) in assessing subjects* ecnoltivity to stress* The Taylor 
Manifest Anxiety Seals was developed by Taylor as a part of an inveetl- 
cation of the relation between anxiety and eyelid conditioning* in 
order to discriminate experimental subjects on the manifest anxiety 
continuum, Taylor (160) selected approximately two hundred items from 
tho Mnnesota MUltiphasle Personality Inventory (MMPI) and (submitted 
those to clinical Judges with the request that they select those items 
which they Judged to be indicative of manifest anxiety according to a 
definition furnished them* The eixty«£Lve Items on which there was 
eighty per cent or better agreement were included in the scale, although 
in a later revision the scale was shortened to fifty scored items* Tho 
reliability of tho TMA3 has been shown by Kllgard (77)* Spence and 
Taylor (153)* and Taylor (159*160) to vary between *81 and *96* ao- 
cording to the method employed* Thus it was safe to oondnde that 
adequate reliability has bean demonstrated* The deficiency In the 
research with tho THAS to date has boon tho paucity of evidence eon* 
eeming its validity . As originally developed end used by Taylor tho 
seals woo not validated against any criterion of manlfast anxiety
external to the tout Iself* Taylor (162,163) has recently taken the 
position that the items of the scale nay be regarded u  an operational 
definition of manifest anxiety*
The currently available studies of the TMA3 provided conflicting 
ovidenoe as to its validity* Hoseribaum (123), in the proeesa of studying 
anxiety and stimulus generalloatlon, found that a division ef hie sub* 
Jeota into high and low anxiety groups by naans of the THA3 end by means 
of psychiatric ratines gave similar results* These apparently positive 
findings as to the scales* validity were placed in doubt by the results 
of Holtoaan and ttlttaman (70)* They found that a division of subjects 
by noons of ecctonoive olinloal evaluation dorwnotratod a significant
. * [i •relation between anxiety and conditioning* whereas a division by meant 
of the TJIA3 alone did not produce significant findings* In a more 
recent study Holtanan, Colvin, and Bit toman (79) obtained TK43 and
is*** - - , * >.
Winns Goals scores for a group of subjects* A correlation of *72 mas 
obtained between the scales* this the authors Interpreted as evidenoe 
for the validity of the TK&3 since the winne Gcals is an empirically 
divided scale of nsurotician* Taylor (163) has reoently presented 
sane indirect evidence of the scales* validity* She obtained the 
distribution of scores for a group of neurotic and psychotic subject# 
and fbond that the median score for psychotic subjects was equivalent 
to the 90*9 percent He for normal subjects* On the assumption that the, v ■; ' ! ■ 1
former exhibited greater manifest anxiety than normals, she oondudad 
that her findings seemed to Indicate eoae relation between TKA3 sooreei *
and olinloal observations of manifost anxiety*
Kendall (92) in a study designed specifically to investigate 





toot Itself, The criterion chosen waa the rating by ward nurses ot the 
nanlfost anxious behavior of chronically ill tuberculosis patient** The 
remits indicated that the TMA3 is a valid measure of manifest anxiety 
supporting the above reported findings by Itosanbaun (123), Itoltauan# 
Calvin, and fttteraon (79), and Taylor (163),i
Taming to the empirical finding* and theoretical problem* in 
the nee of anxiety eoalee, one again encounter* conflicting findings* 
Vest investigators have assumed that high anxious subject* were more 
sensitive to implied personal threat than low anxious subjects* Al­
though auoh investigator* ae Oox and Samson (29), Faiber and Spence 
(57)# Oynther (71), Taylor (163), have presented evidence not consistent 
with the above assumption* the bulk of the available findings by 
Davidson, Andrews and Rosa (37), Cordon and S&rason (60), Ko robin end 
Levine (93), tooas (101), Handler end damson (105), Kioholson (117) • 
Cara son &37,13G,lb3,lbb,lh5,lb6)* Samson, Handler end Craighlll (150),■ • ' ' ■. ,* , ;,v;
Samson and Pnlola U^), Traax and Martin .1167) and Weatrope (175)# 
suggested that high anxious subjects were affected more detrimentally 
by motivating oonditiona or failure reports than worn subjects lover 
in the anxiety score distribution# Illustrative of this type of study 
was that of Davidson, Andrews, end Boss (37) in wtdoh three variables 
were studied* The variable* consisted of the TT1A3, reports of eubjeots 
of levels of failures, and speed of presentation of task stimuli* 
Significant interactions were obtained among all of the variables* and 
the authors oonoluded that hitfi anxious eubjeots were more sensitive to 
experimental stress than low anxious eubjeots* High anxious eubjeots 
have been found to be more e«lf*depreaatory, no re self-preoccupied, end 
generally less oontent with themselves then eubjeots lower in the
*2
distribution of anxiety scores by Bondig (9.10), Co von, Hdllrer,
Axalrod# and Choldon (26), Doris and Sara son (41), Holt anon and 
Mtlrman (78), Holtamnn, Calvin and mtteraan (79), Trapp and Kessler 
(165), westrope (175). and Ublff (183),
Consistent with the Interpretation of anxiety measures os 
indicators of sensitivity to Implied personal throat was tho finding by 
HoiliBor, Axelrod, and o»w«» (76), Caraaon (137,138,143), Silverman and 
Blits (153). suggested that there wort no differences among groups dif» 
faring in rooms on anxiety oc When tasted under neutral end ap» 
parently non-threatening conditions# 3araacm (137*138,143), in a series 
of throe experiments involving the effects of anxiety and experimental 
stress on verbal learning, failed to find under prs-eaperimantal neutral
conditions significant differences in performance between groups which
!differed in anxiety, although varying perforwanos toa obtained under 
lator conditions of personal throat#■ V; • : , i» I . ' / £ * I  ̂ ' / . 'hyl
Studies by Child (21), Davldaon, ot ol, (37), Medniek (109), 
Nicholson (117), Sampson and Bindra (135)* and sorason (141) have further 
led to what has been sailed a habit interpretation of oiudoty. This 
interpretation stated that subjects flooring high and low in anxiety 
differed In the response tendenoioe activated by personally threatening 
conditions, Uhsroo* low scoring subjects reactod to such conditions 
with increased effort and attention to the task at hand, high eooring 
subjects tented to respond to threat with self-oriented, personalised 
responses, . * ’.1. I , * t
sorason (137,1̂ ,139,140,143,1M,145) concluded from several 
studies that ths performance of Hlfh anxious subjects was detrimentally 
affected by verbally ateirdstersd highly motivating oorasunioations,;
Thfxso findings w o  found to be consistent with the rlow that high. ' • -':A : ' . ' I • \ \ '
anxious subjects ordt personalised, solf̂ rlocrtod interfering responses
f ,  V )i<i«n throat la perceived In the enviroment.
the TAT
A study by Dona ( X ) revealed that TAT aota Which used at fan
aa flro oordo provided data Which was roughly equivalent to that frem
1 ■ •' ’ ithe entire scrloe* The uae of fire cards correlated ,90 with the 
entire corles total os compared with a *60 correlation When a* few aa 
throe cards wore used. Re further assorted that the inclusion of 
particular cards appeared to be of lose importance than the actual 
nunbor of oards selected,
I • fWaiaskopf and Dieppe <170) similarly used aa few aa three 
cords in a study of experimentally induced faking of TAT response#*
In the light of the shove! findings* it was decided to use five
I . ■ . *. •oards for this study* ,, •' , /.
v&isstaopf (IĈ ) found that R (cards used for nan) and UK 
(oards used for both boys and nan) pictures did not have higher trams* 
oendenoe Indices (the quantitative Measure of the degree to which the 
given descriptions of the picture go beyond objective observation)
than P (oards used for women) and OF (cards used tor both girls and 
worm) pictures for mala subjects* nor did P and OF pictures have 
higher transcendence indices than M and DM pictures for forals subjects*
y i J . . . •. .w ■
Further it was found that pictures of Every Day Series 1-10 tended te 
have higher transcendence Indices than pictures of the 11-20 scries*
Pictures Which lent then calves to 
child relationship or in terns of
interpretation In toms of parent* 
hotoroseonial relationship between
oontemporaries tended to have relatively high transcendence Indices*
2*
!
The findings of Bijou and Konny (lfc) oontxadloled Murray** 
boll of that okHo mmharod 10 and below were nor* ttmotured than those 
nur-berod 11 and above (11*0 •
SXMaMsixs^aL
Oran and mtter (52) found that both tho oral and written TAT
s' ' 1tost odnrinistration methoda wore slr&lar in tho oontont which they!
elicit, They assorted that stories obtained by tho written nothod 
ocrnld bo utiHeed in establishing noma tor tho TAT*
' }H • .. : /. .. ■
Oarfleld, Hoik and Kolkor (65) found that when a croup of 
•object# was eoparatod in toms of nothod of iktsiniertration, no ale*
nlfioant difference was obtainod on any of tho attribute* rated (suoh
.as level of plot, nood, outcome of story and activity of tho oontral• * • " l *
Character)*
CXwcwrwell* Canpoll and artrason (150) studied tho offoot* of■ . • ^ ' ■
four kinds of instructions adrdnlotorod by two diffaroht examinera on:,1, ,
TAT enotional tone and outoono* tho dlfferonoo duo to aocaninor* mo 
found only for outoono ratines under tho neutral condition, Tho Murray 
personality and intelligence instructions led to nor* doproosivo, sadder 
stories than did the neutral stories. From the study, it «u concluded 
that neutral instructions wore the nor* appropriate kind of intimations
I . . . r . t ^
to give to subjects prior to taking tho TAT*
Tho writer utilised tho oral nothod and varied sot* of
, I i  »  ‘  r  T  K y
instruction# in ML* study based upon tho above finding** '.-a V'.n. . V •-- * , ,
rationale Of TAX. Ci^clOoUai 
Tho rationale for tho selection of tb# fit* sards to b# used
1 ■ 1in tho study was a* follows 1
*5
(1) An attfnpt via nado to select pictures which oil erf. tod a 
relatively high amount of projection as aboun by the study 
done by Vtelaokopf (169), The five selected pictures were 
among the TAT oorios of twenty which elicited the highest 
anmmt of projection (169)#
(2) An attempt woe mado to eeloat pictures Which elicited
} •
mtortal on a variety of adjastmsnt areas (132). The
pictures used in this study usually contributed to the
v
diagnosis In the arses oft level of aspiration (Card 
Orn)l relationship to parents (Card 1, 7BM* CtcOl eg** 
grooaion and honocotfuality (Card 7BM* 0321) | hetoroscjoial 
relationships (C a rd  4)* Murray (114),
(3) An attempt was made to select pictures Which elicited
... stories noert llkoly to be distorted when the subjeot
i r . ' ; - . i f .  . . ^ .i  ^ ' . 4. ^ .  ILX ■ .'*■ .  I i t  ................................  ..
tried to moke a "good* or "bad* inprosalon (170)• This
would bo exacted with pictures eliciting stoxloa onA*%v|,.A' h
such personality characteristics as level of aspiration or 
aggression, which are strongly regulated by social mores, 
either through oioourugccont or through taboos*
I *(4) Pictures were also selected from the 1-10 serioe based on 
Jtirray's (114) belief that cards numbered 10 and below ere 
mors structured than 11 and above* Since flijou and Keruy's 
(14) findings oontrvlletod Murray's belief* picture* were
eelocted to oatlafy Hurray1* 1-10 elasslfi oat loti and Bijou
■
and ferey1# ambiguity list*
(5) Pictures were selected which could be employed with both 
eeros (I69)* and which wore Moot frequently used (14*
35,36,114,170)*
*6
iThe netted of TAT sooring employed in this study was developed 
end validated by Dona (33»3,h35)« Udine TAT stories given by nomal, 
neurotic, and psychotic groups, tlxree aspects of toot behavior vert 
ocmnidorod In devising his objective scoring system* First, subjects1I
approach to tho situation as reflected ly the nonnor in which standard 
test direction* were followed. Secondly, nomallty of roaponsea* 
abstractions of structural and content material included by ninety per 
oont or more of normal subjects* Thirdly, those infrequent response* in 
a nozml population which appoarod with significantly higher frequency 
in pcyohopathologloal conditions*. The throe aspects of test behavior
Iwere objectified as Perceptual Orgrtnlaatlcn (PO), Perceptual Range (PR) 
and Perceptual Porsonalisation (PP), rospoctlvely* The scorns obtained 
from the three categories wore outnoctod by Dona as indicators of 
paychologioal health* ! - , • "
As to the reliability of this cooling uyatmn, Dana reported an 
CO to 9̂  par cent agreement by naive scorers for the three scoring 
categories and a 75 to 100 per oont agreement on items composing the 
categoric** Dona further presented evidence of the clinical usefulness 
of his netted by using concurrent validity with Clinical diagnosis as 
the criterion*
Tha Dona TAT objective sod ring sgrsten was adopted by the writ* 
duo to its applicability and demonstrated reliability and validity*
* ( i -/i
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Th# subjects consisted o f 136 collage freshmen at Oreira* College
. ■ i
in Oollegeville, Pennsylvania, Agee ranged from 16 to 20 fn r t  ldth 0
median of 19 year*. There were 57 melee end 79 finales.
the sixty-four aubjeote need In this study w e  th# 32 subject# 
•ooring the highest and lowest on the soolal Desirability Seale (S-0 
3D3). their age* rangod from 18 to 20 yean with a median o f 10 ye* re. 
Then w e  30 male# and 3  ̂ female*.v,„, ......... .pyA* -----j
. v. . vM-«̂ e V. '& il •' »* -'l-w&VVJ' • . '■ • »'< ■ t W* y ,i '• . • X.,1. .-Vfi.iij. 1 I, •<• i , ,  ■> • i . .
"I . . ,
, ;a, . . >* .■; ■. ..tf-'V.M.v'w, ■
the electria shock inducting apparatus, Figure 1, ooneieted ofI
a w>oden panel (26* «  12*) and a box oontalnlng the electrical circuit,
!The panel contained two flash light*. One of the flash light* contained
Ia white bulb and the other a rod bulb. Both flash light* w e  fastened 
to the wooden panel about 10 inches apart, the experimenter operated 
both light* manually.
The electrical circuit, figure 2, consisted o f a 6 volt battery 
wired to o 6*10,000 vo lt oar ooil with a 1,000 oh* resistor* The shock 
apparatus km  controlled by a momentary push button esdtoh (normally 
open) and an off-on switch. Shook « •  adsdaietored ernes, by peitiing 
down the moment ary peak button switch.
28
■ 1
Fig* 1*— DUgran of Shook Apparatus - Pansl and 
Wiring Box* Pi Wooden Panel I Bt Wiring Boxt R» Rad 






rig* 2»-M.va.ring Diagram* S, t Saitoh (off-on) | 
momentary push button switch (nowally opon)t Bt 6 volt ‘ 
ittoryi Ct 6-0.0,000 volte car ooilt Rt 1,000 ohn roalatort *
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The natsrlala used in this «tudy w n  fire fAT ploturoe eel- 
•oted cut of the etandard sat developed by Murray*
The following is ft description of oaoh of the piotarM meed in 
thift stndy end 1ft fttt adaptation from ths normal by Murray*
Card Ho. It A young boy lft oonteaplfttin* ft violin that 
root* on ft tablo in front of hi*.
^ • I ' • * ■ , . y
Gbuntiy ooonot in thft foreground lft ft young 
woman with book* la b«r handi in the book* 
ground ft ««n 1* working in the fields and
an older wonan Is looking on*
■ ' • -A woman lft clutching the shoulders of ft wen 
Whose face and body are averted ee If he were 
trying to pull away frou her* ■<
Oftrd Ho* fBMi A gray*4mirod nan le looking at ft younger
• i  ■vVf-WA.v.-, • V-*. > .w •***}. k-w . ■ . .  i U  ‘ ■ i • ;••• ,....who 1« sullenly staring into epaee*
■fV-Vi . ‘Card He* bt
i.» i.Card Us* 6BH». An adolescent boy looks straight out of the ' 
picture* The barrel of ft rifle is risible et
one aide* and in the background it the din eocne;
ef ft surgical operation* like ft rawer! e*4mage«
The *K Scale* from the MftPI combined, with the *MI Seals* from
ths Cftlifbmls Psychological inventory was seleoted ss the relevant
jmatching erlterlcn. The soales Identify pereone attempting to present 
ft ĝeod* appearance an ft teat and to raopond in ft culturally eanatleaed 
nay* sixioe the correlation of the tax Seale* end thft *X Seale* nag
■ • ■ • . I .
'  \ys\';r • I  \'J
only *60, both Malta w p * used* The combined 7Cuit« seals hereafter 
mil bo referred to as the K-0 Social Doalmblllty Scale (UQ SD3)* tho 
Social Desirability was further correlated with >ferlow*-Croune Social 
Desirability scale (HWJ SD3) to detexalne it* adequacy* Both ooeloo 
correlated ,5h on a ooUege population end *62 on psychiatric hospital 
population* Ono hundred thirty-six underproduato college freshmen at 
Ursinus College In Oollegsvillo, Pennsylvania, wort given tho UQ Social 
Dcdrobility Scale* Tho tldity-two subjects scoring tho highest on tho
ocalo wiU bo referred to as tho High Social Desirability Group* tho
1thirty-two subject* obtaining tho lowest scores on tho ooalo hereafter 
m u  be referred to a* the low social Desirability Oroup*
k I  -4 »
(2 ) ira te g & ii>
Doing a table of randon permutation, tho thirty-two subjoerto of 
tho High social Doslrablllty Group were randonly aoalgnod to ono of four 
treatment group#*
Group It Thi* group was glean lnfbraatlon oonoomlng tho
. m  *
Thanatlo Apperception Test (TAT)* tho group shallibo referred to as tho "Trior Knowledge" group*
(PR) mm (Instruction X)«
Group m  This group serrod as a "Control" group* (C)«
Keith or lnfomation or dtook was adtednistered-*.
(Instruction t}»
Group nil Subjects In this group were lnfbroed that unlaoo 
a certain level of perfonunoo was attained In 
giving tho TAT stories* they would receive a shook. 
Electrodes wars used* Tide group ahaU bo referred 
to as tho "Stress" group* (8) —  xnstmsticn t)«
31
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Group IVi This group received both "Prior Knowledge* and 
shook, and shall bo referred to as the "Prior 
Knowledge • Stress" group, (PK3) •» (Instructions 
X and X),
Similarly the thirty-two subjects of the Low :*>dal Desirability 
Croup wore randomly assigned to one of the abate treatment groups.
The subjects assigned to the High 3ocial Desirability 0roups 
heroofter will be referred to as the nigh Impressionable Croupe, Slat* 
llarly those oubjeota assigned to the Low Social Desirability Oroupe 
will be referred to ae the Low Impressionable Qroup, Accordingly, the
conditions of the study represented a Three-motor A x 9 x C desi£*
■ ■ ) ‘' iSThe Moans and standard Deviations of the social Desirability
Goo res an the K-rj SD3 and subject assignment in the four group# are ! .
presented in Table 1,
-Wrt* Li» w*- 4&U&I
.j u
.«TADLB 1 * » * ’
MEAH3 AND S,D,S OF SOCIAL DS3IIU3ILITr 30DAE3
At f * *i‘< i.*’ i»
•Trior K Control" "Stress" "iYtor Kand Gtreea"
High M 39.0 K 39,25 M 97.07 * 97.75Social Desirability
S.D. 5.99 3.D, 5.52 S.D. b.O? 3.0. 2.82
Low H 18.75 M 19.87 K 19.50 « 20.12Social Desirability
3.D, b.Ul 3.D. . 2,71 3.D* 3.5 S.D. b.37 *I
0) iafiUug&lgna»
Three seta of instruotlons wore given.
IInstructions It (01van by experimenter to all subjects.)
*X cd coins to shot* you none picture** which are such u  you might m «, 
ox* find, in any MagaBine uaod to illustrats eono story. What I would 
like you to do is simply to uoe your imcinatlon to writs a story about •aoh ono. For eaoh picture X would like you to toll ns who tho pcopls ats, whnt lod up to tho event shown in oaoh pLctura, how the characters are fooling, and what they arc thinking* Finally please give your etorloo a definite ending. In other words, tell the outoone of the sit* nation or how tho story is going to turn out. It should be understood that I an not interested in your stories from a literary point of view) 
so don’t worry about your gromar, spelling, punctuation and so forth.
(I nuot also add that there are no wrong or sight answers about the pictures.) Do you understand!"
Instruction* Hi (Given to "Prior Rrwwledce* and •Prior
Knowledge-stress" Groups.)
"You are about to take a TAT toot. This is the story telling test that 
Indicated whether or not you are mentally dak. You know What I noon, 
it io the kind of a teat given to people when they axe admitted to 
Rorriototn otato Hospital* This toot meals things that you won’t 
even toll your closest friend, Such things as how well you got along 
with pooplo, what kind of person you are. how you feel about sex. the 
kind of problems you hove, eto., are revealed by this test. This test 
even brings out tho doop hidden things that you won't even atVdt to 
yourself. The stories you give ate kind of an 'X-ray* of your person* ality."
Instructions XHf (Givento ".stress" and "Prior Knowledge-atrooo" Groups.) ’/ • k <t v, '
"noose rest your am that is attached to tho electrodes on the table and
koep it there fron now on* You will notice that the elect nodes on your 
am are oomoctod to the penal before you, (vdHTS litftt is turned on and 
loft on.) The vhito light switch has dust gone on, indicating that the 
shook apparatus has boon tumod on. You are connected to this apparatus* 
raxing the following period you nay receive a strong electric shook whan* ever it is felt that your tost porfomance is not up to the required 
standards. (RED light tumod on.) Whenever the red light goes on you 
are not meeting standards and you are in danger of being shocked —  like this —  (shook administered through electrodes, RED light turned off*)
Are you reedy! * « * let us proceed,"
t
The subjects were tested individually* All testing took place 
in a 20* by JO1 noon in the Psychology Department on the Urstnus Collage 
Ganpus.
Upon entering the soon all subjects war* giver* instruction I* 
Instruction XX was given to "Prior Knowledge" (PK) and "Prior Knowledge* 
stress" (m) groups* and instruction XXX was given to both "Strata"
i
(3) anA ■Prior fnet&edco-Dtreec* (PK3) groups,
Bo Author instructions were given* Tho five selected TAT* l _ • i . . • .
pictures vers thin aAninlstered* Subject* dictated their etoxies*
U
(*0 Scoringt
Oedng Dana’s Objoctiv* TAT tooting system, tho sixty-four proto*
oola veto footed by tht experimenter* A rondos sample of thirty-two
, *J: ■ .protocol* vu loorod by thro# Judges. Tho Judges wort a psychologUt 
vlth on KU« degree and two years of clinical experience, t psychologist 
with » Fh*D, degree and thro* years of clinical experience, and a
rotary* All judges vere employed by tho Psychology Department at 
Norristown state Hospital* In Norristown* Pennsylvania, and wort trained
by tho experimenter In tho uto of Dana** tooting aystam* Tho following 
description and tooting eporiflcations wort given to all judges*
i  m c s r m t  t m m z A T m  t m
DESCRIPTION, « Thlo oUtegofr rofloota Subject* i ability to fol­low tho standard directions to "toll a story* * Severn possible component* 
are inoCUidedi (a) card description* (b) present behavior, (o) past 
events, (d) future events, (e) feeling, (f) thought, (g) outcome*
(a) Card Description (CD) i Physical description of two or 
more thirds or persons actually precont in the picture*
It nay be a listing such as, "ibis is a nan, a woman, a 
tree, etc." It may serve to introduce the story, "The 
boy is on the floor, * "The woman who is by the tree is
* « *■ In those cases there Is never any action, merely 
description* If the word "picture" is used, than only 
OHS person or thing need follow, "This is a picture of 
a boy," (CD nay occur anywhere in the story*)
(b) Present Behavior (P D )« Any activity or behavior that occurs 
in the present or Is in the prooeoo of occurring within the picture, i«e., (Card 2), "The non Is plowing the field*• 
Activity which occurs outside of the framo-of-referanoe of 
the picture is scored Fast Events or Tutors Events,
(«) Past Brents (PS)i Things* events or situations which have 






be In the immediate or the remoto past and must be specified and definite things, events or situations*
p • ' • |
Future Events (FK)| Things, events or situations whloh vl11 take plaoe or do take place in the future, i.o., 
after the time of the scene pictured on the card and dee* 
scribed In the story. These way be In the immediate er 
rcrote future and must be speolflo things, events or situations.
Feeling (F)l Any expression of feeling or emotion on the part of the characters present in the story. This inoludes affeot, l*e*, "sad," "mad," "in love," end "desire," i*e«, 
wishing and wanting (but not NEED),
Thought (T)i Any expression of thought, memory, dream, or 
allied mental state present in the story. This includes 
decision, belief, realisation, knowing, praying, figuring, 
eto, i
0utcane(0)» The inclusion of a speolflo statement which indicates the ending, denouncement, finale, or conclusion of 
v the story* This may consist in behavior, feeling, thought, 
or even, rerely, be present by implication In future events* If this does occur, both outcome and future events are 
scored* Usually appears at or near the end of the story,
..1*0,* the last sentence or phrase.
I I  P E l t C U F T O A L  R A P G B  ( PR)
DB3CRIPTI0H, • This category inoludes three eeparate stimulus 





O a r d  7B F .  J
k
1
Young boy, activity specified*
Emotion noted.Violin or musical instrument*




Kale (amotion noted, activity specified).
Female (activity specified).
Conflict or cooperation*
Older male (aotivity specified, relationshipspecified).
Kale (emotions noted)*
Fsreonallty rdf errant*
Card 8HM* n* r̂glcal scone| activity specified* 
n« Boy* emotion and activity specified. 
o« Gun and knife*
in *w<*sw*!& fBucBAuawiQH t m
KBSuHIPTiOW# « Thin cate?pry includes the froquanoy of deviations 
front the relatively consistent, organised, coherent protocol - product of 
tho TAT story* Those deviations, In ordor to be ©cored, met be eoctreme* 
They nay refer to things labeled performance, adequacy, oomonts* paren­
thetical nmrks, qualifications, picture criticisms, adventitious 
descriptions, vagueneas, evasion* or direct personal reference.
QCfEonOKSi "Is that a boy or a giriLt* •vhat,a that euppoaedto be?"
k r m J A C t  o r  m m m m m  "I oan1* figure that one out**
QUA LIFTG\riON3i "VMt a tdnate * « ** W e  not really thatat all.*
ncroim CKmorrwi *lhis picture ie  silly.* *rhaans is  no point to this at all**
PAR!7TlTTCTCAi cmtSMTSi *Ihat*a about all on that.* *Ihere • la not much connected with it."
Airmimioui DssmmvE CCMHT3* Any reiartea Just thrown in  
without apparent connection to the rest of the story. Those remarks 
often portain to physical description of the picture of the people in  it.
TA0UJ35E33 Ahd macro?? * "or * « « or,* Neither « • * or,*
•tore or leer** *or something,* * '*•« » Whatever It in**
ptsrxjiial referhicsi Any reference to *x*« Any Inolnelon of 
personal lnfb motion Which is identified aa each by ®*;\ •
• ,  *.1 * . : P r - ■ . j  •
a o p m q - P t m m
fjCU~ itextor*
The score shoot contain9 a list of the Sevan oonponanta (ab­
breviated as CD* Pn, PE* FE* F» T* ), respectively) and spaces to record 
presence or absence of each component for each card used* Columns have 
been labeled for Cord 1* 2* 7* 6*I '
Each PO conponcnt present In the story is sooted by placing a 
plus sign (4) in the appropriate space on the too re sheet* A sinus (-)  
Is soared for components not Included* Ho score le given for frequency 
of appoaranoe on each card*
• I
|; .» , i .
The 19 stimulus properties are shown on the scoring sheet* A ll 
ltens in each criterion must be mentioned for a score to be earned*
Check off complete criteria on the eoore sheet using plus sign (♦) for those present and a minus sign ( - )  for those not Included in the etoiy«
7?
for̂ arertae, ftragUana*
tdort the words and phraaeo by card nuriber on tho oooro shoot* List ooah word or phraoo to bo oaorod separately*
Ono point la  Given fo r «u h  word or phrase*i
I • , . . . •
EUi&JftPmM iTho FO Score Is tho pans aoores obtained fbr each story*
Tho Pit Sooro is tho pine aooroa obtained fbr each story*
Tho PP Sooro Is tho total nuriber of points fbr oil cards soorsd*
All protocols worn soorsd on tho throo aspects of tost behavior
lf:% ' - - V ' J vi: ■os specified by Dana* Perceptual Organisation (FO), Perceptual Range 
(PR), and Itoweptual Personal!eation (PP) oonstltutod tho throo scoring 
oat»coxlos, Tho throo oatagoxies9 son total hsreaftor sill bo roforrsd 
to as tho *PBydiolo&ioal Adjustment soars** Tho scores ora Inchoative of
• ■ ■’ '~'W  '■ -V - - I n f l i / I .* .. ...
•Payoholocloal Health.*
v > | '! IProtoools wort civon numbers* TIM nano and wsthod of trsatnent
wars withhold fron tho Judfios* Pliability of tho scoring prooedura
. . ' L l  /  V i ' t i . . * * ' i .  1determined by intor-rator corrolations*
yellowing tho TAT aArdniatretlon to all subjects, tho Taylor 
Manifest Arodsty Seal# (THIS) was addnistorod, Tho Hr* startoo Ob*
talnod fron tho sane subject by tho son# sot of instructions will bo; _ . [ . . - ^  
roferrod to as « protocol*
»
I
t>  , i  \¥
coca
Tho first null hypothesis was that prior hnoWlodgo of tho 
Thoaattc Apperception Toot (TAT) has no offset on tost psrfonunoo* 
Tho research hypothoats was that prior knowledge of tho Thoaatla Ap* 
perception fast (TAT) has an offset on test portommm and that tho 




The 8fteond null hypothesis tested was that thors would be no
v- i
difference between induced "atresa# during the administration of theI
1Thematic Apperception Teat (TAT) performance and Prior Knowledge. The
■
research hypothesis was that there would be a significant positive dif­
ference between induced "stress■ during the administration of the 
Thematic Apperception Test (TAT) performance and Prior Knowledge.
The third null hypothesis tested was that subjects who are highly 
motivated to give a good Impression do not score more healthy psychologic­
ally than subjects who are not highly motivated to give a good impression. 
The roBearch hypothesis was that subjects who are highly motivated te 
give a good Impression do soore as more healthy psycho logically than 
subjects who ore not highly motivated to give a good impression.
The fourth null hypothesis tested wae that there would be no dif­
ference between.subjeote Whe are highly motivated to give a good Impres- 
slon and they would appear more anxious on tho Taylor Manifest Anxiety 
Scale than subjeote Sho are not highly motivated to give a good inpres­
alon. The research hypothesis was that subjeote who are highly motivated 
to give e good impression would appear significantly less anxious on the 
Taylor Manifest Anxiety Seals than subjects who are net highly motivated 





The ww scores and totals in the thro# tooting ootenorlca—*
spodflod by Dona-~obtained by the judges, art shown in Tables (B)' i- 1 . . 4and (C) in ths Appendix* Thaos iw soorso have bom suwnariaed and
l  j
are shown in Table (D) in the Appendix* lbs snores are ths psyche* 
logical ad̂ uatnent scores which are indicative of Psychological Health* 
The correlations between the four Radges* results an a rondosI
selection of protocols are shown In Table 2* 0y inspection, the lowest 
correlation obtained wee *7$ and Oorrslatione as high as *91 were oh*
,  V . V
talned* His median correlation was *51* • ■, .
The neons and standard deviations of ths psychological adjust* L
............... ■ • ■**••»>«.*»■>% **•<.:■*.»* • (S*i K.'Vs. *’ j  n ii,.‘ "  •■! ••"»••• . 1 , u ... \ ...
nerrt soorea for the different treatment groups were eowpeted and these 
are presented in Table 3*
Inspection of Table 3 shows that the largest obtained Mandat'd
deviation wee 10*53 and an&Ussi was 3*39# When theoe deviations areI
squared, they represent ths largest and smallest variances* The ratio 
of those two variances was 10*30* This heterogeneity of variance is 
well within the Units of Hoxtorfe study* Notion found that even when 
the ratio of ths largest and the anallsst variance was 45, the analysts 
of variance nodal still provided nemlngfUl eifir&floanoe tests* Ths 
heterogeneity of variance, in the present study, was not m  profound 
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•Prior K* •Oontrol* •3tr*®»" "Prior Kand otrawa*
Hish H 60*12 3>dal Doalrnbllity
3#D# 10,88
M 41,13 M 39.62 M 60*37 
8#D* 6,39 3*D, 5*92 3.0* 6,62
M <<7.23,3oo±ol Desirability bK 38*37 H 36*37 H 42.00
fl#D. 3*39 3,0, 6,44 3*D* 3,90 3,0, 7*12
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In order to test the significance of tho various experimental
itreatment*, an analysis of variance test based upon the model described
• i -  • »by Lindquist, as a Three-rUmantiohal A X B X C Design' mss performed*I
The on* percent level of significance mss adopted prior to the oompu- 
tation of the statistics ss the region in which the null hypothesis mss
■ ■ V . , , . '  . ■ ■ . i
to be regarded ss falos* The scores used In the analysis consisted of'
the subjects* Psychological Adjustment sooro* This soor* mas obtained 
by sunning R» H, Dana's TAT scoring categories* The results of this 
analysis are presented In Table b*
It stay be discerned from Table k, that the second-order inter* 
action of Prior Knowledge x Stress x Social Desirability* did not result 
In in t ratio which would indicate significant differences. However*tl 1 ‘A
tho first-order interaction of Prior Knowlsdg* x social Desirability 
resulted in an £ ratio of 1706# indicating significant differences at 
the *001 level* Further Inspection of Table b reveals that Prior , * r
Knowledge resulted in an £ ratio of 79*00, indicating significant dif-I .
forme* at *001 level* Similarly, Social Desirability' resulted in an 
£ ratio of 37*26* indicating significant difference at the *001 level*
The Interactions across the high, and low social desirability 
splits were graphed and ore presented in Figure 3* Inspection of Figure 3jshows PK to be consistently above no PK and similarly high SO to beI
consistently above low SD for the TAT analysis*
The Taylor Anxiety row Scores and totals obtained from each
|
subject are given In Table (g) in the Appendix* The weans and standard 
deviations of the Taylor Anxiety Coo res for the different treatment 
groups are presented in Table 5*
Inspection of Table 5 dhows that the largest obtained standard
rTflf  s** • I I ^  ,TAHIJJ *
a&wmr tarns (tat » Aruustg of yarxakcs)
aouroo of Variation At oo na f
Prior Jfandcdga i 29**3 a m 79.53
atrooa • i 72 72 1.93
OocAal Doadrcblllty 1 1303 1333 37.26 |
Cello (?) 510** 729*1**
Prior KrtOwlodĉ  x 
3troo» 3 3'■ > : tv,‘ •. v i 
. ■ A .
0*00H.
........tr, A., . i'L..■ • * ■>”•*.*. |
17*55Prior ftrwulodro x Racial DooiroJdlity *
_________-J- -
#*? <9*7
atrooa x nodal 
Dosdrohlllty i 36 36 0.96




- ...... — j— ■—
15 15 O.M
latMn - Delia (*) 56i 2006 37*25
TOTAL 6y •




deviation was 7*93 Nhile the smallest was 3.51. Mien these deviations
1ere squared, they represent the largest and smallest variances, the\ • I . .
ratio of these two varlanoeo was 5,10, This heterogeneity of vmrlanoe>* ■ j - ...
la well within the Holts of Horton's study.
;v *. TABUt 5
KKAH3 AND S.D.'s OF TAYLOR ANXIETY SCORES
•Prior K* •Control*
■ I •
"Stress* "Prior t and 
Streaa*
High fooial H 12.25 M J 15.50 M 17.37 H 13.00
Desirability S.D. 3.90 3.D. 7.93 3.0. 7.73 S.D. 5.12
Low Social K 2b. 50 H 20,62 M 21.37 H 26,00
Desirability 5*0* 3.51 9.0. 6.31 3.0. 5.19 S.D. 7.73
1 JimMM.MXMM&ii'mi.i at. &. tort !hi ;
The results of the Analysis of the Taylor Anxiety Goals by___
i • | , *IA\ • lr.
of the analysis of variance are eu*roarU6d Ifi Table#;
It eay be discerned from Table 6 that the second-order inter*• I , r‘
action of Prior Knowledge x Stress x Social Desirability, did not
. ;result In a significant difference* The obtained £ ratio, 5»J*9, was 
not significant at ,01 level, hounvor, it was found significant at *05  
level. The obtained £ ratio of 2b*97 for the high and low social 
Desirability splits across all treatments were found significant at 
,001 level. The Interactions across the high and low social Desirability 
arc presented in Figure 3, Inspection of figure 3 shows that the high
end low social Desirability splits 
another*
have a proportional effect epon one
“M 1
sowart table(TATLDR ANXIETY - ANALT3I3 OF VARIANCE)
TASLS 6 ’
seen
Souroa of Variation df a s  n s  P
Prior Knowledge 1 1 1  .02
Stress I 24 24 *50
Ooolal Desirability 1 1102 • 1102 24.97
Colls : (7] 1470 a o  •
Prior Knowledge x 1
d.; ' il ' ' , .... . . . . i .
,.. ..,M».0 0 0*00





Desirability 1 0 0 0.00
Prior Knowledge x stress 1 
x  Social Desirability 3 3 .0 6
v.lthin • Cells (w) $6 2650 47.32
TOTAL 63 1
•Significant at *05 lev*!* 
♦♦dcnifloant at ,001 level*
Q M££BSSMlfia
Th© analyst© of variance tost me selected to test the hypothesis 
that Whatever differences existed among the means for treatment conditions 
these reflected chance variation e and not true differences • The one per 
cent level of significance me adopted prior to the eonputetlon of the 
statistics as the region in whloh the null hypo the ale ms regarded to 
be false*
Reference to Table indicates that the combination of Prior 
Knowledge, Stress, and Social Desirability does not have an effect on 
the Thematic Apperception Tost porfomnnoe, more than expected by eh once* 
However, Prior Knowledge and Social Desirability separately seem to have 
an effect on the TAT test performance* Furthermore, it appears that the' t . Sj
combination of Prior Knowledge and Social Desirability have a significant 
effect on the TAT test performance, thus indicating that the effect of
. r  ? > ,« £  .♦ A * , r  !**» *- i'S '«Sru'» *•-«*... 111'. *  .V . i«  •< ■ • • •••*•'• 7 V i-  • '■ • ' ►*•• '  •
Prior Knowledge Is not proportional for each level of Social Desirability,
•|1 ;• •'. ‘ . , " «£& \ * The individuertreatments were further analysed using the t test.
A t of 9*99 with 30df between high PX and high *no PK" me found eig<*
\
nifleant at ,01 level* Similarly a t of 3»35 with 30df between low PK 
and low "no PK" ms found significant at *01 level* indicating thati
regardless of high or low 3D* PK is different from "no PK** A t of
I1.33 with 3’Mf between high and low 3D was not found significant at 
*01 level* Similarly a t of 1*97 and df of 30 between high "no PK" and 
low PK did not reach the *01 level of significance* However a t of 10*38
and df of 30 between high PK and low "no PK* me found significant et *01
1level, indicating that high 3D When ooupled with PK leads to an increase 
over and above that produood by either PK or 3D.
Reference to Table 6 Indicates that the second order interaction
of Prior Knowledge, Stress and Social Desirability failed to readh the 
selectod region of rejection. The obtained £ ratio of 5.b9 for the
first-order interaction waa not found significant at .01 level,
j
Inspection of Figure 3 shows low1,3D to be consistently above high SD
i
on the TXA3 analysis. Thus the Significant found difference at the 
•031 level for the high and low so da I desirability group# across all 
treatments, indicates that Social Desirability has a moat important ef­
fect on the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Soorss.
Essentially, the results supported ths following hypotheses.
The hypothesis that "prior knowledge of the Thomatlo Apperception
Toit has an effect on test pcrfomnnee and that the effect is in the
•;| ■ Idirection of scores reflecting greater psychological health" was sub*
stantlatod by the result a .  The results shown by Tables 6 and 7 seemingly
* , r t . ' .
rapport this directional hypothesis.v " i*'h ,■ (t '•* ( ‘j , ) r UW v t
The hypothesi* that there would br a significant differonoe
between "induced stress" during ths administration of the Thenatie Ap-j
perception Test perfornancc and prior knowledge was supported.
(The hypothesis that "subjects who are highly Motivated to give
*a good impression do score os more psychologically healthy than subjects 
who are not highly motivated to give a good impression* was also supported 
The last hypothesis that "subjects who are highly motivated to 
give a good Impression appear lens anxious on the Taylor Manifest Anxiety
scale than subjects who are not highly motivated to give a good iwpres- 
sion" woe supported by the results shown in Tables 8 and 9.
ifj.'-. • • • ;',i • , . (
I
v , OIAPTKR Y ■ -
nrnooosion
' ftThis investigation sought to investigate the effect of prior 
knowledge, social desirability, and stress upon responses to the
Thematic Apperception Toot,■ |Contrary to the findings of Fosberg (62,63) who found that * 
projective test such as the noraohaoh oould not be faked, the present 
investigation found that the TAT was subject to distortion* this finding 
was consistent with the findings of Iamir (86) and tftdoskopf and Kleppa
i -  • i • .
(170) Who maintained that a test such as the TAT could be distorted even
?;-tr j.  1to a higher degree than a test ouch os the Rorschach* This expectation.1 ! > \, \. v t>
was found particularly true When subjects were aware of the purpose md , 
principles of Interpretation of the TAT as was demonstrated in this 
study by the Introduction of a two-sdnute information period ("Prior 
Knowledge")*
Clearly, the findings of this research do not support the pro- 
Jectlve technique assumption that responses will be projected without 
censorship* Of oouroe, the findings of thie study cannot be generelieed
to Include all projective tochnlquee, but they should be of Interest in
considering ether methods In which content is directly interpreted* Hri
the done token, generalisation onn not be made beyond the experimental 
population of oollege students* Yet the results of this study lead one 
to question 1 What, than, might be the effect ef the lnfbmetlon passed
\ \  . r
j * *' ; • ,
from on* patient to another In an institutional sottingT What wight bo 
tho effect of the publicity that ran/ psychological toots have received 
via the nows nfxllat Or* What night be tho effect of distorted and* 
perhaps, traumatic prior knowledge!
Another finding in this study wan that atreoa in tho fora of 
clectrio shook did not have a stellar effect on TAT tost performance 
ae that of prior knowledge* Thin finding ie contrary to those reported 
by tlehlor (ty) and Villi *na (ICO) who found that stress in tho fora of
eloctrio shock did have a significant effect on projective test parfom*
■ Ionce, particularly that of the Foraaltaoh test* 3udh Investigations as 
Alice (2), Carlson and Lar-ams (19), Carp (20), Cbx (29), Doeae and 
Lasarus (38), Deoso, Losarua and Keenan (39) and T«ylor (160), not only
contradicted the reported findings of EJLohler and Williams, but further 
pointed cut that prior to generalisation from one projective test to 
another, one should take into consideration ouoh factors as the stimulus
i  ■ f  V »  v .  -properties of the test, their tapping power and the degree or look of 
structuring* it further appears fxtm this study that regardless of the 
threat of shock, the information received oonoenrlng the TAT proved to 
be a more important variable in influencing the subjects* performance.
Of central Interest in this study was ths investigation of social
jdesirability and social desirability scores with reference to the Thenstl# 
Apperception Teat performance* The findings in this study that subjects 
who were highly motivated to give a good impression tended to eoore as 
psychologically sore healthy than subjects who were not highly motivated
to give a good Impression* were consistent with the reported findings of 
Isnir (86), Resnlhoft (121) and Marlows and Grown# (106),
51
The theoretical rational# of Marlowe and Crown© (106) which views 
nodal desirability in motivational toms, regarding it as a used for 
oodal approval aeocnpcuilod by a belief or expectancy that this need 
oan bo satisfied by engaging In culturally and dtuationally sanotionod 
behaviors, provides a thoorotioal nodal upon which the results of this 
study nay ba understood. The two-cilnuta Info motion (prior knovledgs),i i •. ' i
ihioh was Intended in this study to give tho subject a fooling that the- 1 ■ ' 'i'
TAT was a mealing Instrument, was seemingly so perceived by the high 
Inpreadonable eubjocte Who guarded against unfavorably presenting then* 
selves with a tendency to create a wore favorable Impression# In
* »i ioontrast, individuals less strongly motivated for social approval
resisted stating what seemed socially appropriate end offered insteadIa possibly more reolietlo appraisal of themselves. This low need for
!social approval further appears to Imply a degree of independence of 
cultural definitions of acceptable behavior, Thua a person less
a '.-T . ; i ' I,-
motivated by a need fbr oodal approval eight, in a testing situation 
such as tha on# employed In this study, acknowledge certain symptoms,
and occproee with greater froodom oven socially undesirable aharaoterletlee
. | •and thus appear leas pnycholô cally healthy.
Closely related to so dal desirability in this study was the
finding that subjects who wore highly motivated to give a good Impres* 
slon appeared loos anxious on the Taylor Manifest Anxiety 3oale than 
aubjoote who were not motivated to give * good impression# This finding
la consistent with those of Cro’.*no and Marlowe (32) in Which a non* 
significant *,25 correlation between the M*0 3D3 and the TMA3 was 
reported. This negative correlation Indicated that subjects who obtain 
low scores on the TMA3 are those who, In  general, would obtain high
800ros on the social desirability coal*.
Thee* fin dine* om bo further explained by udng the earlier 
floated desirability nodal presented by Marlows and Crowns. Ut ns 
assetos that the two croups aaloctod on the basio of their score* on the 
Taylor r&nlfsst Anxiety 3oale differ not with rsspsot to anxiety, but 
rather with reopoot to their tendon flies to give oooially desirable 
response# to tho item* in the ooalo, Thao, wo have already speculated 
that, in order to obtain a hitfi score on this scale, a subject met
endorse statements that would be socially undesirable. An
ination of the it«ie in the Taylor Scale Indicates that, if a subject 
ie to obtain a hi eh oooro, he nuot be willing to acknowledge, amongI
other things, that he la lacking in oolf-oonfidmoe, that be cries 
easily, that He ie unhappy west of the time, and that at times he thinks 
he is no good at all. It can be easily seen that If a subject attributes
■ i x ' ' 'those characteristics to himself in self-description, he is aoknovledgliig
, I ' \ , ,* / <•>  ̂»'(ohxracterirtloi that m  judgod oooially undotdrabla by people la fcm* 
oral, this has been experimentally supported by Edwards 
47), nigh scores on tho T11A3 can Only be obtained by endorsing these 
and other socially undesirable ohmoterlstieo* Low scores on the TKA3, 
on the other hand, can be obtained by anyone who simply responds to the 
items by denial of socially undesirable characteristics and instead 
adopts responses that are considered culturally and constitutionally 
sanctioned behaviors,
consistent with the above interpretation are the studies of 
Child (21), Davidson, et al» (37)# Msdnlck (109), Nicholson (117)#
Sampson and Dindbra (135) end Samson (141) which offer, what has baanI
soiled, a habit interpretation of anxiety* This interpretation state*
to
i . ■ > •
that subject* flooring high and low on the THA3 differ In the response 
tondondee activated by personally thrmtening conditions, Whereas low 
oooring subjects on tho T5-tA3 react to au oh condition# with Increased 
effort and attention to tho task at hand, high •coring subjects on tho 
T?:A5 tend to respond to threat with oolf-orlontcd, personalised rotrpooees* 
Tara sen (VO.) further of fere another explanation. Re polnto out that 
Mc+v sooree cm the T7tt3 nay he obtained by certain subjects who at­
tribute •bad* charaotorlortloa to themselves, subjects who are parti o*. 
ularly frank and open or subjects who are perceptive of their own needs.
Ho natter how thece findings are interpreted, it is still pos­
sible to deoorlbe the low naoring subjects on tho WAS as more highly 
inpressionable oubjeota who desire to mho a good impression or roepond 
in culturally sanctioned ways and the high scoring subjects on the TKA3 
as low impressionable subjects who are less interested in what others 
nay think of then, who are less donfbming and who in turn tend to bo 
better able to resist stating only what sosns socially appropriate* 
Probably for this mason, highly impressionable subjects in this study 
did soore as none psychologically healthy than the low impressionable 
subjects, ‘ |
Tho implications of these findings are that I
(1) An investigator Should bo oogniaant of tho oondittone 
under \Oiioh the test is adrdniot̂ rod,
| ' \ 'y
(2) Ho should be aware of tho subjects* conception of tho 
purpose of tho test, tho eocnootatlons of his subjects, and the subjects*
attitude toward the measure employed, .




(*) n* should determine the «*ordnga that finding* say h«r* 
for th* subject.
(5) He should take these meaning* Into aeooont in the Anal 
analysis*
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‘t ■ VThis lnvsotlRation sought to toot four hypothecs i
(X) that "prior knowledge" of the Thematic Apperception Toot
.> V-V l •has an effect on toot performance and that tho affect lo in the direction
of scores refloating creator psychological health*_ l ’ ,
(2) that induood "stress" daring the administration of tho TAT
does not hart an effect on toot perfbmanoo similar to that of "prior 
knowledge",
(3) that aubjoerta who an highly notivatod to give o good 
impression do odoro oa more psychologically healthy than subjects do 
aro not highly notivatod to give 0 good impression, and i£‘\
(t) that subjects who aro highly notivatod to give a good 
impression appear loot anxious on tho Taylor Manifest Anxiety scale 
than subjects who aro not highly notivatod to give a good Impression* 
The subjects wore 136 college freshmen at Urainus College in 
Oollegoville, Pennsylvania, Tho sixty-four subjects used in the study 
were the thirty-two subjects scoring tho highost and tho thirty-two 
scoring tho lowest on tho Social Desirability Scale (K-0 SD3). Ages 
lunged from 18 to 20 years* There were thirty males and thirty-four
, , i . . . .females. j
Tho apparatus oonaisted of an olootrio shook inducing apparatus*
The shook apparatus consisted of a
55
panel and * box containing tbs
56
electrical circuit* The panel contained two flash light*, on* containing 
a whit# bulb and tha other a red bulb* The experimenter operated both 
light* manually* The electrical circuit consisted of a 6 volt battery 
wired to a 6-10*000 volt oar coil* with 1*000 ohm reelator* The «hook 
apparatus was controlled by a momentaty push button switch and an off* 
on trwltah. t Ihoak eea administered by pushing down the momentary push 
button ewitoh* i
The material* need oonaioted of five TAT cards, oat of the eel
-V . )
developed by Murray* The cards used were eerie number 1* 2* h* 7BM* 
and 8hk« A social desirability scale and the Taylor Manifest Anxiety 
3oal# were also employed in the study*
The thirty-two subjects shoring the highest and the thirty-two>t' ; . . I \“i ?
subjects *ooring the lowest on the social desirability seals consisting 
of the "K Scale* and "01 3oale" from the KMPX end the California Pay oho-
logical Inventory respectively were assigned by mean* of table* of *
.. . ■ ‘ . . , ■ L - *
random permutation into the following four treatment grouper group 1
was given information concerning the TAT end wee referred to a* "Prior
Knowledge" gtoupy group 2 served a* e "control” group) group 3 receivedi
shook and was referred to ee "street* group) end group h received both
"Prior Knowledge" end shook and wait referred to as "Prior Knowledge* 
Stress" group*
All subjects were administered the five selected TAT oard* fol«* .
loved by the administration of the Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale* The
ITAT stories were scored by four Judges using R* H* Dene1* objective TAT 
tooting system*
Analysis of results woe mainly accomplished by using «n analysis 
of variant* design described by Lindquist as a Thrse-r actor Ails C
design* Essentially, the results of ell of thee# various Analyses of 
the date supported all of the four hypotheses advanced in this study*
The conclusions from this investigation verst
(1) "Prior Knowledge" of the Thamtlo Apperception Test does 
have an effect on test performance and subject a with "Prior knowledge" 
■looked healthier* than eubjecte without knowledge of the test*
(2) Induced "stress” does not have an effect on Thematic Ap* 
perception Teat performance similar to that of "Prior Knowledge**
(3) Subjects who are motivated to give a good impression do
soors as more pathologically healthy end appear leas anxious on the 
Taylor Manifest Anxiety Scale than subjects who are not highly motivated 
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